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NEW QUESTION: 1
System Manager provides a Dashboard summary for monitoring and
validating the health of each Session Manager instance.
What information is not available from the Session Manager
Dashboard?
A. Entity Monitoring
B. Service State
C. Managed Bandwidth status
D. Security Module status
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
NTO has implemented salesforce for its sales users. The
opportunity management in salesforce is implemented as follows:
1. Sales users enter their opportunities in salesforce for

forecasting and reporting purposes.
2. NTO has a product pricing system (PPS) that is used to
update opportunity amount field on opportunities on a daily
basis.
3. PPS is the trusted source within the NTO for opportunity
amount.
4. NTO uses opportunity forecast for its sales planning and
management.
Sales users have noticed that their updates to the opportunity
amount field are overwritten when PPS updates their
opportunities.
How should a data architect address this overriding issue?
A. Change opportunity amount field access to read only for
sales users using field level security.
B. Change PPS integration to update only opportunity amount
fields when values is NULL.
C. Create a custom field for opportunity amount that PPS
updates separating the field that sales user updates.
D. Create a custom field for opportunity amount that sales
users update separating the fields that PPS updates.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer has a current IP500 using the default extension
range of 201-300 for 100 users. The customer just purchased
another company that also has an IP500 with 50 users using the
default extension range of 201-250. Both sites are using Line
Number 1 for their PRI. Both sites have their own block of
DIDs. The company is going to create an SCN between the two
sites. Both sites will dial their customers over their local
PRI and the SCN will be used only to dial each other
internally.
A. Answer Pending
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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